
Nike Clinic 06 
Mike Deane- Match-up Zone 

Quotes: 
 “Best time to fast break are off long rebounds and guard rebounds.” 
“Hardest thing to teach your players is too self evaluate for your players, if the other player quicker.” 
 
Guard Movements: When the ball is in the middle, play    If the ball is in the outside 3rd, deny all  
normal  m2m principals, defenders must travel on air time.     back pass. Guards play the ball as if there is no  
Guards have to cover perimeter- they must cover 3 guards.  help when they are guarding the ball. Must move 

on the air time- jump back to help. On closing 
out it's 2 steps towards the ball, then close out. 

               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Forward Positions: They cover everything from middle of    On the bump 3 must pick up anybody  
the lane to the block, to opposite short corner. They play on   who is in his area. If there is a player in the  
 the baseline side of the offensive player. Forwards work in   corner, he guards him. 
a pair with the guard on their side.  On the reversal of the  
ball, 3 covers the wing, like a 2-3 zone slide. It's like a bump 

               
Forward Positions: If there is a post player on the block.    Skip Pass: 
3 must cover him and bump the other weak side defender  Skip pass back to the top, 2 takes the ball, 
off the block.        1 is in help, and 3 bumps back to help side- help must 

have 1 foot on the basket line. 

                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 



Center Position:         Vs: High/ low interchange: 
5 covers block to block, and high post. Ball enters paint,    4 takes 2 steps with 5 then yell high post 
everybody drops to the level of the ball. 5 plays on the    and cover 4 on the low side. 
 high side of every body. 

              
Vs: Baseline Runner: 
The defenders bump the runner from defender to defender. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Vivian Stringer- Rutgers 

Quotes: 
“Stay on the floor, you can get more.” 
“Always look at the eyes and the feet of the passer, to see where they are passing.” 
“1 and 5 are the guts of this defense.” 
“It’s the little things that make the difference.” 
“When Pressing you need to know where the brakes of the press are.” 
“Pay attention to defensive footwork.” 
“front door is the top of the trap- leading them into the trap, close the trap with a body. 2nd defender is the side 
of the door- on traps if offensive player moves the ball- don’t move your body- just mirror with your hands. 
Don’t close the floor till the sidelines- bring the low foot high.” 

 55 Press Rules 
1) We will not trap in the middle 
2) Must allow the other team to give you the ball 
3) Will not try to steal the ball in traps, but on the flight 
4) Players understand what the 55 press will get you 

Two skills your team needs for this press: 
1) Must be able to control the dribble 
2) Need to be able to set good traps 

1st Drill- zig zags, with hands behind the back, head on the ball. Defenders touch the floor on drop steps in order 
to stay low.  
5 Man- is your first line of pressure- most aggressive hard worker on the team, must toe the out of bounds line. 
5 is the only player who plays in the middle, will trap until half-court. If the house is on fire (offensive has 
broken the press) he runs back to pick up the weak-side forward spot. Do not play any one who is lazy in this 
position. 
1 Man-picks up further down the court- through the middle of the court- 4 running back for the safety release 1 
go sneak back further up the court. He goes to ball-side half-court. 1 is always the thief – he is always to be on 
the 2nd pass. He never traps. He can never get in front of 2 and 3, so he forces them to either 2 or 3 side so they 
bump up to pick up the men.  
2 Man- is a quick defender on the man side of the floor- he takes the 1st pass to the left of 5. If 2 gets  beat 
quickly 1 must pick up his man. 
3 is the zone man- open up, jobs is to pick up the 1st person to the right of 5. 3 works the inside of the zone, 
first. Feet must be in the paint. 
4 is the back man in the press, must protect the basket. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
55 Press:          55 Press: 
Basic Formation  On the back pass 5 is the only man who goes back on 

the ball. 1 always stays on the line of the ball. 5 and 1 
are working as pairs. 2 and 3 must spread out and force 
the offensive player who took the ball out must dribble 
up the court. 

            
55 Press:          vs 3 up 
As 4 dribbles up, 3 comes up to trap, 1 rotates over 
 to pick up 3's man. 

            
 
 
 
 

 



 
vs 4 across       vs 4 flashing up 

                     
55 Press Drills:        Player who scores from the 2 on 1, takes it out  
Drill Peper passing to half-court and back, 2 on 1.  and the 2 waiting players stand next to the blocks. The 

player with the ball, rolls it to either player, then those 
two with out the ball, herd the defender into a trap on the 
sideline. 

                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Bruise Flint- Drexel 
Quotes: 
“3 types of close-outs 1) shuffle pivot and shuffle (short close-out) 2) Running 3) Close down.” 
“Every drill starts with ball pressure.” 
Defense is about effort.” 
“We don’t want to steal the ball from the other team, we want them to turn the ball over.” 
“Bait the long pass when it’s not open.” 
“On defense talk about 3 things 1) Containing your men- keep him in front 2) Contest every shot 3) 
Communication must talk 
Lunge Drill: lift your foot and push off from your inside foot. Don’t drag your foot as you push off- get a hand 
at him, while doing this to disrupt his shooting. Start out with 1 lunge and then build to 2 lunges in a row and all 
the way to 3 lunges. Lunges depends on how low you are- if you get beat, you shadow the offensive player than 
beat him to a spot to get in front of him.  
“On teaching the close down- defensive player must shuffle earlier to keep the offensive player in front, almost 
squaring off the offensive player.” 
“Never switch unless the two defenders come together, the defender who is getting screened calls the switch.” 
Close-outs:          Close-outs: 
Pivot to a shuffle to contest the shot- with right hand    Pass to coach, then sprint to the close-out to 
break down.         and foot high. 

              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Close-Outs:          2 on 2: 
Pass it out to coach, close out, defend the dribble,   2 fakes help on penetration, then recover back out 
 dig on the post entry, then close out again on the   to his offensive player. Play live after the close-out 
pass back out.   B) Switch sides C) Start the ball in the corner and 2nd 

player on the wing. 

                
4 on 2 Shell:          Close Down: 
2 defender go through the shell drill of jumping to   x1 puts ball pressure on the offensive player and does a  
the ball, keeping your ass to the baseline. Help-side   zig zag, until right before half-court. 1 then passes it to 
defender's high foot is splitting his man.     3 and x1 tries to back tip 3. Once x1 has back tipped 

3, 2 startes to attack the basket and x1 must close-out 
and stop 2 from getting a basket. 

               
 
 



 
Geno Auriemma- UCONN 

Quotes: 
“ Have to feed the bigs once in a while otherwise they turn on you.” 
“Always have you player pass instead of coach, because coaches already know how to pass.” 
“Spend a lot of time at screening angles- generally as a screener your back should be to the ball.” 
“Cutters should grab his team mates jersey at the hip to get open on a curl, and so the defender can’t slip 
through the screen. Do the same thing on a pick and roll.” 
“On setting screens, you can either head hunt or go screen a spot, head hunting can created more opportunities 
for offensive fouls, screening at a spot creates more emphasis on the cutters setting his defender up.” 
“ As soon as the screener sees his defender step up to hand hedge or bump, he rolls to the basket and after the 
screen pop back to the ball.” 
“If the defender goes under the screen, push off the screeners hip to pop back for a shot and so the screener can 
roll into the defender. When popping, go right behind the screeners back.” 
Fast Break:          Fast Break: 
4 trips everybody gets a lay-up, then last trip is for 
the big. Make the big know they have to run 4 times  
in order to score.  

                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



High Post Offense 

                       
3 on 3 Options: 

                                 
 



                                 
3 on 3 Options:          3 on 3 Options: 
Dribble hand off to change positions        Fake dribble hand off 

                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3 on 3 Options: 
Dribble hand-off to back door from 4 

                                    
           3 on 3 Options: 

Back cut instead of using the screen 

                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
3 on 3 Options: 
1 gets a hand off from 4 

 



 
Kevin Eastman- Nike Basketball 

Quotes 
“Reps is not punishment it is a part of all successful programs.” 
“Mismatches don’t hurt you as much as open shots do.” 
“Put 10 toes to the rim- to help with squaring up.” 
“Know the number of floor boards between the shooters feet, must good shooters have about 7-8.” 
“As a coach you are the director of ego management, attitude adjustor.” 
“About working out thing about where players get their shots from.” 
“If the player buys into the fact that you are trying to make them better they will listen.” 
“Never work with a guys elbow, as long as it is back underneath the  ball before the release.” 
“When going by somebody get your shoulders as low as his hips.” 
“Going by people is feet first, and ball 2nd. Feet get the advantage, ball gets the separation.” 
“If your shoulders are even you are a cutter, if your shoulder are on the inside, you are a screener.” 
“If they know you care about them, they will work hard.” 
“Go through life with big eyes, big ears and small mouths.” 
Four things to stimulate you as a coach 

1) Give you team a chance to call a time out in practice- player can call 1 time-out per practice to 
reorganize and make the drill better- they must sprint to the huddle and sprint out of the huddle. If the 
drill hasn’t improved them must run for it. 

2) The correlation between ball reversal and defensive breakdowns- the more you can go by them 
3) Relationships- Player- Coach, Coach likes the players, players like each other, coaches like each other. 

Good teams have all these relationships 
4) How do you sell your teaching points? Be creative 

Three ways to contest a shot 
1) Normal hand in the face 
2) Foul- slap their follow through after the shot 
3) Anything goes 

Six keys to a quality work-out 
1) Game Speed- drills must be done at game speed 
2) Understand the improvement is a process 1) must practice effectively 2) Conditioning 
3) Alternate work-out to avoid work-out killers 1) Fatigue 2) Boredom 
4) Have a written work out plan 
5) Work out 3 areas every day 1) Conditioning 2) Dribbling 3) Shooting 
6) Theory of 2- any drill can be shown in 2 minutes, it takes 2 weeks for the drill to start helping them, it 

takes 2 months before they can use it in a game. 
Four must have in drill work 

1) Weak Hand development 
2) Foot work & balance- make you lay-ups with eyes, feet make jumpers 
3) Have to play through contact 
4) Contesting shots 

Six Keys to Shooting 
1) Catch & Shoot 
2) Cut- catch, and shoot 
3) Shots off the dribble 
4) Perfect form on all shots- perfect form on feet and hands 
5) Contesting Shots 
6) Games shots with game speed 

Nine Teaching Points for what you do 
1) It’s a game of inches, that why you try to beat the defender’s ankle, then later beat the defender’s hip. 
2) Dribbling the ball- pound the ball, means the ball is in your hand more and you can do more things with 

the ball. 



3) Shoulders game- if you can get your shoulders lower than his you can be more explosive and quicker 
4) Play the game low to high, catch low and finish high- if they are already down 
5) Hips and shoulders 
6) Finish with your feet in your shot 
7) Use your eyes more- bring your eyes high to low, and watch your defender to read him. 
8) Be ready for the next play. 
9) Post play it’s a foot game 

Passing Drill:       Pass, Sprint, replace, sweep the ball and attack the rim. 
Throw the ball to the right and exchange  
with your partner. Your partner is directly  
opposite of you B) Add a 2nd ball C) Do  
the drill from half-court 

                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chair Dribbling:         Intensity Lay-ups: 
At each of the chairs cross-over, 1 dribble left    15 sec for 4 lay-ups- really work on turning 
hand lay-up. Go back to the starting point and    the corner and exploding. Then add jumpers put 
repeat at each chair.  turn the chairs so the seat of the chair is pointing to the 

sideline. 

                                
Intensity Lay-ups:         Intensity Lay-ups: 
Now on jump shots the defender gets to hold the    Now the shooter goes past the chair and turns 
shooter and try to stop him for going to the chairs.    back to get the shot 
Shooter must free himself and shoot the shot. 

                    
 
 
 
 
 
 



Post Drills:         Post Drills: 
Post players do a jump hook at each chair.    Passing and catching, players pass into the post, 
Or a drop step.        post player must catch the ball with one 

hand and fire it back out with a that same hand to the 
sideline. 

                              
Post 1 on 1: 
Each player must go around their chair and then play 1 on 1. This way it is more realistic. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sylvia Hatchell- North Carolina 
Quotes: 
“Winning is a mentalility- must have it in the players heads.” 
“Your hand should never come above your elbow when dribbling.” 
“Passing is an lost art, work on it.” 
“More games are won during practice then during the game.” 
“You prepare for your war during the times of peace.” 
“You work on your roof while the sun is shinning too.” 
“Passing to the post- keep the ball on the same body plane- pass right by the defender’s ear, quick low fake, and 
zip it right by the ear.” 
“Assign seating during time outs so you know where everybody is sitting.” 
“Getting open swim the defender’s arm.” 
On a 3 on 2 break you get this in order 1) lay-up, 2) Touch pass for a lay-up 3) Shot fake go around.” 
“On a 2 on 1, the person in the lead should have the ball.” 
North Carolina Philosophy 

1) Points off Fast Break  
2) 2nd Chance points 
3) Points off turnovers 

1 Hand form shooting, then step back and 2 hand form shooting   Dribbling Drills: Two balls 

                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Passing Drill:        Set Play for a 3, 4 must sell the setting of the  
Pass with the outside hand       ball screen. 2 pitches it back to 1 for a 3. 

                               
Motion Offense:          Motion Offense: 
 
2 Rules, if ball goes guard to guard, down screen   Options if a shooter is in the corner, 5 can screen for  
and post player goes ball-side to ball-side. If the    him. 
ball goes guard to forward, cut and replace. 

                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Rebounding Drill:        Trapping Drill: 
Offensive player gets 2pts for a rebound. Defense   Defenders in a trap cross their legs, they shift 
gets 1 pt for a rebound. Everybody has to be in the paint.  to where the ball pivots towards. First with no dribble 

then add a dribble 

                               
 



 
Jim Les- Bradley 

Quotes: 
“Every fast break drill starts with defense, then rebounding, then into the fast break.” 
“Less skilled your team is the more possessions you need.” 
“Must create an advantage with the first 2 steps on the break.” 
“Do goal setting with your team, and use imaging to help them see it. Put all the goals on everything they do, 
weight lift packets, in the gym, in the weight room, locker room. If the mind can see it, it can find a way to do 
it. Have each player write down on a card, 3 things they can do to help achieve those goals.” 
“Make your players a pick and pop guy or a pick and roll guy.” 
“Can let 1,2,3 push the outlet and everybody else just fills in.” 
“Rim runner will be your leading scorer, it’s been ours for the last 4 years.” 
“Must defend, rebound no second chance points, then after all that hard work we will run.” 
Fast Break Philosophy 
1 must get to the ball side, of the rebound- above the foul line, butt to the sideline. Push the ball up the middle. 
1st look is sideline, 2nd look is rim runner, 3rd look is to skip, 4th is to drive into the lane. 
2 sprints to half-court, then locate the ball if its not in help out, on the a catch, 1st look is rim runner, 2nd look is 
to drive 3rd look is to skip. 
3 same as 2 
4 Non rebounder (rim runner)- right to the rim, follow the ball to ball side post. 
5 doesn’t have to run that hard, but he better get every rebound. He is the ball reversal and ball screener and 
double screener. 
If 2 guards are on the same side, the trailing guard pushes the 1st guard through to the other side. Post players 
should never be on the same side. 
On a make 4 always takes it out, 2 and 3 sprint to half-court if no trouble, they keep going. 5 runs to ball-side 
elbow, 4 outlets it to 5, who outlets it to 1. If a guard gets a rebound, the bigs sprint and 1st one to half court gets 
to be the rim runner and the other must be the trailer. 
5 on O:          Warm-up drill 
Start on defense, slap the floor, foot fires,    Players box out, rebound the ball and outlet it to 1, 
rebound and go up 5 on 0.  1 goes down and takes a power lay-up. 4 runs down and 

taps the coaches hand and 1 gets the outlet from 2, 1 
pushes it and hits 4 for a lay-up. 

 

                            



Zig Zag Drill:          Quick Hitters: 
Defenders do zig zags until coach shots it, they      From Transition 
rebound it, and outlet it to coach and run the wings,  
they go down after a miss, and then run the make  
break on the way back. 

                       
Quick Hitters:          Quick Hitters: 
Or if 2 calls baseline, 5 turns and screens for him,      High Low 
and 1 goes off 4. 

                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Quick Hitters:         Quick Hitters: 
Zipper  Zipper: 2 spin dribbles before getting to the 

screen 4 ducks in. 
 

                            
Quick Hitters:          Quick Hitters: 
Zipper Options: 2 screens 5's defender     Post Plays: Dribble hand-off with 3, and 5 posts up. 

                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Quick Hitters:          Quick Hitters: 
Guards: 3 fakes going off 4's screen and runs off    Guards Option: Or 3 can curl into 5's defender  
5's next screen.        and he can pop out. 

                                  
Quick Hitters:          Quick Hitters: 
after the down screen        after the down screen option, 3 can curl 

off 5's screen and 2 screens 5's defender. 

                                    
 
 
 
 



 
Bob Huggins- Kansas State 

Quotes: 
“Play everything starting with a live dribble from half-court.” 
“Players can’t read the eyes of the passer, but they can read the shoulders, the lead shoulder points the same 
directions as the way the player is going to pass.” 
“Teams score on direct pass- stop them from making direct passes, make them throw it around you, but never 
through you.” 
“The help must make the 2nd pass go around them- help on the same line between ball and the player you are 
guarding.” 

Competitive Drills: 
1) Saluki Transition Drill: Players start shooting a free throw, going down 2 on 1, coming back 3 on 2, 

going down 4 on 3, coming back 5 on 4, then going back down 5 on 5. 
2) 5 on 4- starting with an unguarded offensive post player (who is live after the 1st pass). Defenders must 

help and recover, so the ball doesn’t get into the paint. B) Make the offensive point guard, unguarded to 
practice working on penetration and help and recover. 

3) 3 on 3 up the line- working on denials 
Coaches are extra screeners. 4 & 5 are screening trying to get 2 & 3 open. Defense has to get 4 stops to get out. Really 
helps the defenders work on getting through screens. 

 



 
Dave Odom- South Carolina 

Offensive philosophy- wanting everything to start with the fast break, go down into a secondary and right into a 
half court set. It is all based on what the point guard does. Work on one option on the way down and a 2nd 
option on the way back. 
Set:          Transition Options into Gustie 
Gustie, to a screen the screener.       1 yells reversal 

               
Transition Options into Gustie:       Transition Options into Gustie 
Right into screen the screener series     1 yells follow 3 crack screens for 

5, 4 ball screens then screens down for 3. 

                                      
 
 
 
 



Transition Options into Gustie       Transition Options into Gustie 
Yell Same;          Yell away, dribble hand-off into 
Reversal, back to same side (can use a dribble      a staggered screen for 3. 
hand-off or the pass) back screen from 3 

                                 
 
 



 
Bobby Lutz- North Carolina- Charlotte 

Quotes: 
“On stagger screens 1st guy doesn’t move, it’s the 2nd guys job to clean up the mess.” 
“Want 3 guys on the offensive glass.” 
“Offensive rebounds you need blocks and middle of the paint covered.” 
“On screens if the defender goes over the top, you must get a 3 out of it.” 
“If the set is working run it until they stop it.” 
“Pick 4 things that you need to be really good at.” 
“Always start practice with  3 line lay-up drills, then 5 on 0.” 
“On ball reversals the opposite post is going to have the easiest time getting open use him for reversals.” 
“Know which way your players like to come off screens and which way they like to drive.” 
Quick Hitters: 

can check the flare 

                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Quick Hitters:         Quick Hitters: 
Double           Bump on double 

                            
Quick Hitters:         Quick Hitters: 
Bump on double       Dallas, with push over 

                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Quick Hitters:         Quick Hitters: 
Using 4 going off the ball screen:       Back: 
Dallas with 4 using the ball screen. 

                                 
Quick Hitters:         Quick Hitters: 
2 fakes going off the stagger and 4 gets him.    After the pop out, 2 drives, and 3 goes across. 

                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Quick Hitters:         Quick Hitters: 
on spin dribble, 3 head hunts for 5's defender     Spin dribble option 4 curls into 5's defender. 

                                    
Quick Hitters:         Quick Hitters: 
Dribble hand-off with 3 and crack screen for 5     Transition look 1 dribbles 4 out 

                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Quick Hitters: 
vs Box & 1- put the man on the block being guarded m2m on ball side block 

 
 



 
Gary Williams- Maryland  

Quotes: 
“The more you get to the foul line the better you press will be.” 
“If you can’t screen, you can’t score. Anytime you set a good screen, you are dangerous.” 
“Offense must get the ball inside to shoot free throws and it tests the defense to see how tough they are.” 
“You need guys that can catch and pass.” 
“Must enter the pass to the post from the wing on a bounce pass.” 
“We don’t down screen cause that makes the flex into a jump shooting offense.” 
“The duck in move is like bowling you need to pick up a couple extra pins.” 
“The 3rd cutter is usually open in the flex.” 
Flex Offense- if you are getting bumped take the defender down then go over the top of the screen. 
Flex:           Flex: 
 
if cutter goes low- if screeners man helps screener ducks in.  Bump move vs cheating on the flex screen 
 

                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Flex:          Flex: 
Skip passes are very hard to defend      Skip Passes 

                              
Quick Hitters into Flex        Quick Hitters into Flex: 

                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Quick Hitters into Flex:        Quick Hitters into Flex: 
4 can flash back to the ball after the 2nd screen 

                                
Quick Hitters into Flex: 
1 can choose either screen and then stagger away for guard. 

 
 



 
Dave Leitao- Virginia 

Quotes: 
“You want to have an offense that has control and some freedom.” 
“Motion Offense is very good for really skilled players, cause you can trust them or very bad so you can limit 
them.” 
“Depending on personal how do you teach high/low? By 1) take the defenders legs out (duck in) 2) or reverse 
seal” 
“Coming off a stagger you must take your man down to take away space.” 

32 Offense-  
This offense can take advantages of mismatches or you can run it as a quick hitter or a delay offense running it 
over and over again 
Five basic Cuts 

1) Away 
2) Corner 
3) Chase 
4) Swing 
5) Shuffle 

32 Offense:         32 Offense: 
Away Cut          Away Cut cont 

                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Away Cut cont         32 Offense: 
away bump for a 4 that can shoot 

                                 
32 Offense:          32 Offense: 
Corner:           Corner cont 

                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



32 Offense:         32 Offense: 
Chase           Chase 

     
32 Offense:         32 Offense: 
Swing         Swing: can be done with a dribble push as well 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



32 Offense:          32 Offense: 
Swing Opposite         Swing Cross 

        
32 Offense:         32 Offense: 
Swing Pop, before going off the screen, 1 pass     Shuffle 
to 4, and 5 rolls 

                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



32 Offense: 
Shuffle or can go back into the flex offense 

 
 



 
Joe Scott- Princeton  

Quotes: 
“Fundamentals are the great equalizer.” 
“The more you help your teammates the more you will score.” 
“Use a two hand chest pass to really zip the ball, not the one handed pass.” 
“The quicker the ball moves, the quicker your players move.” 
“Only use a bounce pass in tight areas and in transition, move the ball with a chest pass.” 
“If you want to score you must move the defense, cut hard and fast.” 
“Choice = freedom, means making more decision. Are you willing to give up your players that control?” 
“Coaching is getting your 5 players to listen and care about each other.” 
“You must know why your doing something in order to do something right.” 
“Princeton Offense is based on individual skills and skill development- you need all 5 players who can dribble, 
pass and shot.” 
“Teach your players how to play basketball.” 
“Everything must be done with a purpose- stretch in the locker room, hit the floor ready to go.” 
“Start of practice 4 lines dribbling lanes- making game speed moves.” 
“How you score is in direct relation to where the weak-side defenders are. Always be thinking about what the 
next step is.” 
“When doing drills put the weak-side defenders in the drill other wise the player will never think about them.” 
“Three thing to do after a post entry, go right, go straight, go left.” 
“In order to post up, you have to be a hard cutter who sees the ball.” 
“Watch the guy in front of you, he tells you what to do.” 
“When you are curling to the basket, if the defender steps out to bump you, cut behind him, so he will leave you 
alone.” 
“Offensive players that are walking are not going to score.” 
“Must demand that the players still move after they pass the ball even in drills, standing helps the defense.” 
“Going to the front door is selfish, going to the back door is selfless. Back door cuts are like screens, except you 
can score on back door cuts.” 
“Defender help on players who are driving hard, cause they look like they are trying to score.” 
“When using a screen run to the level of the screen, so you can force the defender to make a decision, and so 
there is no excuse for the screener for not picking the man.” 
“Dribble is really hard to guard when the ball is zipping around the perimeter.” 
“Where the ball is determines where you pop back too.” 
“When using a screen you have 3 options 1) Curl 2) Pop 3) Back door.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Star Passing         Screening Drill 

                              


